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by LYNDSEY RUBLE
editor-in-chief
"Jose ph and th e A m azing
Technicolor Dreamcoat," a musical inspired by the Bible story
of Joseph, opens tonight on the
Benson stage.
The story is told by a narrator,
who is speaking to a group of
children aboutJoseph's adventures.
T he cast also includes Joseph's
brothers, his father and mother,
Potiphar and his wife, Pharaoh and
many more. According to junior
Tori Wisely, the narrator, the entire
show is sung-through with only one
spoken line in the entire two hours.
With so many different characters, Wisely said, the cast is
diverse and features talent from
all over campus.
' '.Joseph" was also performed
in 2001 at H arding. Senior Nate
White, who plays Joseph in the
show, said that the new cast stayed
true to a lot of the choreography
and concepts created with the 2001
musical. Director Robin Miller said
that this year's show is a revival, not
a re-unagtrung.
"Joseph is easily one of the
most recognizable Old Testament
characters," White said. ' 'What's
interesting about the account of
Joseph in G enesis 37 through 39
is that it doesn't give as much of

the emotional aspect of things."
White said he has been challenged to find the character arc of
a one-dimensional character in the
Bible. He said he hopes he is able
to bring the character to life and
make him relatable to a modern
audience.
Wisely said her role as narrator
has also been a blessing.
"This particular role has been
my dream role since seventh grade,"
Wisely said. ''When Dr. Burks announced last year that it was going
to be the musical for this year, I
started crying .. . This has just been
so surreal for me to actually do it
and on a stage this size."
According to both Wisely and
White, the show is very high-energy
and features lots of music and
dancing in addition to the amazing
costumes and set.
"I love telling a story," White
said. "I love authentic stories.
Obviously I've done performances
that are supposed to be cheesy and
big and in your face, like Spring Sing.
But the beauty of performance and
theater, specifically musical theater, is
finding authenticity in these musical
numbers. There are these beautiful
characters within (the story) and to
find them and bring those people
out and tell their story is something
I really love."
Though they both agreed that
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A history of Harding's bison
m ascot throug h the years.
Chancellor Ganus explains how
our Homecoming tradition began.

photo by ASHEL PAR.SONS I Student Publications
Nate White, who plays Joseph in the musical, sings out during a rehearsal on Tuesday night.
The musical will show tonight and tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in the Benson Auditorium.
workin~ on J oseph" has been a
great expene0ce: Wisely and White
both stressed the importance of
time management.
White said many members of
the cast bring their homework to
practice with them so they can work
during any free time.
As far as social life goes, " the
per form ance and b eing in the
play - that becomes your social

life," White said. "We all become
a family."

''.Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat'' is not the first
show either Wisely or White has
been in. White was in 'Thoroughly
Modern Millie," ''.Annie," "Oklahoma!," and has been a Spring Sing
host three times. Wisely was in
'Thoroughly Modern Millie" and
was a Spring Sing hostess in 2011.

She is a hostess again for the 2013
Spring Sing.
Susan Shire! serves as the vocal
coach for the musical, Robin .Miller
is the director and Cindee Stockstill
is the producer.
''.Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat'' runs tonight
and tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in
the Benson Auditorium Tickets are
$12 to $18 depending on seating.

Protests in Greece
HUG group comments on strife
by LEXI STIJTZMAN
news editor

photo by CHANEY MITCHELL I Student Publications
The Pied Pipers and Director Dottie Frye rehearse on Tuesday night for tomorrow's
show. The Pipers are honoring their 25th anniversary with a reunion and performance.

Pied Pipers celebrate 2 5
years with reunion show
by RYAN FOSTER
business manager
After 25 years of storytelling, the Pied Pipers will
be reuniting this Saturday in
accordance with the H omecoming festivities.
T h e Pied Piper s ar e a
group of 11 energetic Harding
students who wear brightly
colored jumpsuits and have
mastered the art of children's
theater. Their use of imagination is the foundation of their
skits, and their improvisational
technique creates a different
performance each time they
perform.
With so much history behind this group, the heritage is
rich with past Pipers who have
spread smiles onto countless
children's faces throughout
the years.
" Piper histor y is a huge
part of the Piper experience,"
said current Piper and senior
Ryan Tucker. "We hear stories

about and meet so many of the
older Pipers on tour that it's
like always meeting family."
Tucker said he remembers
his first Piper tour where he
allowed a young girl on stage
during the performance where
she had the time of her life.
After meeting some of these
children he said it has completely changed his perspective
on life by witnessing the joy
of a child.
Dottie Frye, who serves as
the director of the Pied Pipers,
expressed h er excitement
about the reunion by recalling
past memories of this group.
"Some of them have lived
with us off and on over the
years, and when they did, my
boys had big brothers and
sisters," Frye said. "They'd
mow the yard or clean the
kitchen. Even if they didn't
live with us, when you perform for children and it's a
small group of nine or 10
people, you share wonderful

experiences and make lasting
memories."
Frye said one of her goals
in Pipers is to h elp create
dynamics where they become
family.
"I am so excited to see all
these precious hearts that when
they first walked in the door,
I didn't know any of them,
and then they made a place
for them selves in my heart
and became family," Frye said.
After 25 years of "piping,"
this family of performers will
share time together once again.
Frye said she expects there to
be 50 to 60 returning Pipers
who will meet on Friday to
visit, laugh and talk. She wants
to gather everyone's favorite
songs and poems and compile
them for Saturday's show.
There will be a mixture
of current Pipers along with
repr esentatives from year s
past. The show will take place
in the H eritage Auditorium at
11 a.m. this Saturday.

Tens of thousands of
Greeks rallied in Athens
last Thursday, Oct. 18, as
part of a nationwide protest
of new austerity measures
being demanded by Greece's
lenders that would cut almost $18 billion from the
country's already depressed
economy, according to the
New York Times.
Dr. MikeJames, director
of Harding University in
Greece, said Porto Rafti, the
university's seaside town
located 20 miles south of
Athens, has been untouched
by dem onstration s, but
has still felt the effects of
a suffering economy.
According to James, the
Harding-owned campus
known as The Artemis
r en ts to four ten ants,
one of whom has since
left. James said the other
three have only remained
because the university has
been willing to reduce the
rent, allowing them to stay
in business.
''Greece is going through
a tumultuous time, econ omically," James said .
"Small businesses are
failing rapidly as can be
seen by the large numbers
of e mpty co mmercial
locations with the sign
'Enoikiazatai' - For Rent."
Even with students
making frequent trips to
Athens, students at HUG
this semester have been

largely unaffected by the
protests going o n in the
capital city. James said the
protests are planned in
advance and advertised,
therefore studen ts know
when to avoid going in to
areas affected by demonstrations.
James said despite the
commo n portrayal by
th e media, the majority
of protests are peaceful.
'The austerity measures
that have been enacted
have the p eople rising to
shout their obj ections,
often with large gatherings
of 50,000 or so protestors,"
James said . " H owever,
these are basically good
people wanting to protest
intolerable conditions.
Of the 50,000 that m ay
attend a large event, 49,900
ar e p eaceful protests.
T here will always b e a
small percent of radicals
willing to throw rock s
and firebombs at police
- even in the U.S."
In late 2009 the government under the new
Prime Minister, George
A. Papandreou, revealed
its predecessor had been
co n ceali n g a r a pidly
growing debt. Since then
the cou ntry h as b een
relying on international
bailouts that have forced
the Greek government to
take austerity measures that
have slashed incomes and
significantly raised taxes
on Greek citizens.
Greece's sales tax is

currently at 23 percent
and is expected to rise.
Gasoline is almost $9 per
gallon and the country's
income tax and property
taxes are unpleasant. In
addition Time magazine
reported unemployment
in Greece has passed 25
percent and more than 50
percent for those between
the ages of 15 and 24.
" H ones tly, we didn't
notice much," said Autumn Dixon, a senior who
attended H UG over the
summer. "The public
transportatio n was on
strike a few occasions, and
there were several days
we weren't allowed to go
into Athens because of
the strikes. Economically,
I think the Greeks loved
us more - especially in
th e Plaka - b ecause we
were Americans and they
knew we had money. They
were constantly trying to
convince us to buy things
from their shops, and while
they would haggle, they
usually wouldn't budge
more th an 5- 10 euros
on something."
James said despite the
economic conditions, the
Greek people remain warm
toward HUG students and
optimistic about the future
of their own country.
'The spirit of the people
is ver y strong, and they
continue to have a positive
outlook that all will work
out favorably at some point
in the future," James said.
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Up close and personal

'Manabago guys'
press on, launch
'Good Spread'
by A SHLEY
ROSE NBAUM
guest writer

photo by ASHEL PARSONS

I Student Publications

Sophomore Hailey White landed t he best seat in
the house when she was pulled up on stage by the
band Pentatonix during their concert held Tuesday, Oct. 23, in the Administration Auditorium.

Students to face
turbulent prices
for holiday airfare
by AERIAL WHITING
opinions editor
Students looking to fly home for Thanksgiving break
may encounter higher-than-expected prices this year.
Citing travel booking site Travelocity's analysis of flight
costs for Nov. 17 to 27, USA Today reported on Tuesday
that costs have increased due to fluctuating fuel prices and
reduced seating availability. The price for the average domestic round trip will be $386, taxes included, which marks
an increase of almost 9 percent from this period last year.
The senior editor at Travelocity, Courtney Scott, said
in the USA Today article that airlines sometimes include
surcharges of $20 to $40 one way during peak travel times,
but people buying tickets for the holiday may be able to
save money if they adjust their travel schedules to fly on
lighter travel days.
Graduate student Courtney Book, who is flying home to
Caribou, Maine, did just that, opting to leave the Thursday
be fore Thanksgiving break and to return the following
Monday. Book said it is cheaper to fly Tuesday through
Thursday than to travel Friday through Monday because
on Friday people fly out for the weekend and on Monday
people fly out for business trips.
''If you go toward the middle of the week, it's cheaper,"
Book said. ''That's the way (the airlines) work."
Book's ticket still cost about $800, and she bought her
ticket in August. She said this cost is comparable to what
she has paid in previous years, however, because her destination is fairly remote.
Airlines are trying to generate more revenue by charging
a basic price for a seat and offering fee-based options for
things like more spacious seating, early boarding and meals,
an article in Time magazine said.
These price increases and additional fees come at a time
when the airline industry is in a state of change, including
bankruptcy and mergers.
American Airlines filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy last
November, meaning that the company is reorganizing to
keep its business running and plans to repay its creditors
over time. M eanwhile, US Airways reported a record
third-quarter profit of $192 million on Wednesday, more
than double what it made during this same period in 2011,
and is seeking to merge with American, but the carrier wants
to wait to consider merging until after it has left bankruptcy,
according to The Dallas Morning News.
Likewise, Delta.Air Lines, which merged with Northwest
a few years ago, nearly doubled its profit from what it made
this time last year, reporting a $1.05 billion profit for the third
quarter on Wednesday, according to The Associated Press.
The AP also reported that during the third quarter, fuel
costs dropped 23 p ercent and operating costs dropped 4
percent. These savings will apparently not be passed on to
consumers, though, as Scott said people waiting too long to
purchase a round-trip ticket could end up paying about $600.
Book said she would like it if airlines would make price
accommodations for college students.
''It's really expensive," Book said. ''It'd be nice if airlines
would work with the students who are trying to travel long
distances to go home for the holidays."

After MANA Nutrition's
Winnebago, nicknamed the
"Manabago", exploded on
the P acific Coast Highway
in Malibu, Calif, Mark Slagle
and Alex Cox partnered with
MANA Nutrition, which
helps starving children, once
again and launched Good
Spread Peanut Butter.
According to Indiegogo.
com/ goodspread, Good
Spread Peanut Butter will use
all of its profits to provide
MANA's therapeutic food,
which when given three
times a day for four to six
weeks, can revive a child on
the brink of death.
Good Spread Peanut Butter
is made with organic honey
and natural sea salt. Slagle said
Good Spread Peanut Butter
is not only great because it
tastes good, but it also helps
save lives and that is why he
and Cox decided to work on
this effort.
"Good Spread got started

because we needed something
bigger and better than the
Manabago ... not just to be
bigger and better but to be
more sustainable," Cox said.

''We wanted something to
give people so they wouldn't
just donate money to a cause
an d then turn around and
forget about it all the next
day."
Slagle and Cox are currently using a website called
Indiegogo to try and raise
$65,000 in two weeks, which
will help make 100,000
packets of Good Spread
Peanut Butter. People who
give mon ey on the site will
receive preorders of the
peanut butter and other
awards. But, if they do not
meet th eir goal everyone
keeps their money and Good
Spread Peanut Butter gets
n othing.
' The hardest part, on one
level, is investment," Slagle
said . "We believe that if
people really believe in Good
Spread, then some amazing
things can happen, starting
with saving malnourished
kids."
Since MANA Nutrition
liked their idea, they let Slagle
and Cox use their factory in
South Georgia to produce
their product, according to
Indiegogo. World Vision has
also agreed to act as their
implementation partner
and help deliver the MANA

generated through the sales
of Good Spread Peanut
Butter.
'The dream, and ultimate
goal, of Good Spread is to
provide more therapeutic
food to more severely
malnourished kids," Slagle
said. ''We think a creative/
delicious way to do that is
by turning America's craving
for an awesome, health snack
into a life-saving therapeutic
food for the malnourished
world."
According to Cox, the
company was started specifically to create a scenario
where everyday purchases
can help provide MANA
to children under five years
old in malnourished regions
of the world.
Slagle said Harding students were a vital part of
the Manabago story and that
they would not have gotten
far without them, but their
story is far from over.
"We desperately need
to bring in these $65,000
or Good Spread doesn't
h appen," Slagle said. ' 'We
h ave a ton of faith in the
student body and faculty at
Harding, and we're confident
that good will continue to
spread there."

,-

GENEVA - Cyclist Lance
Armstrong was stripped of
his seven Tour de France titles
Monday after a report from
the U.S. Anti-Doping Agency
accusedAnnstrongof leading a
massive team doping program.
According to Fox News, 11
former teammates testified
in the report which claims
the cyclist and his teams used
steroids, blood booster EPO
and blood transfusions.

LONDON-Malala Yoosafui,
the Pakistani schoolgirl who
was shot in the head by a
Taliban gunman, showed
signs of improvement in a
photo released last Friday by
the British hospital where she
is recovering. The New York
Times reported that Yousafzai
was shot on Oct. 9 to silence
her call for girls' education.
The photograph shows the
young girl awake.

ROME - A municipal ordinance which outlaws eating and
drinking in areas of particular
historic, artistic, architectural
and cultural value in Rome
went in to affect this month.
According to the New York
Times, the purpose of the
ordinance is to protect the
city's monuments, including
popular landmarks such as the
Pantheon, the Colosseum and
the Spanish Steps. Fines for
perpetrators range up to $650.

Legacy Park dedication honors
Harding heroes and families .
by LYNDSEY RUBLE
editor- in- chief

This weekend, o ld and
new members of the Harding community will gather
to honor the p eople that
made the university what
it is today.
Legacy Park, which was
built this year and now
houses students, will be
the subject of a series of
dedications. According to
Cindy Hunter, who works
in Dr. Burks' office and is
planning the dedication
ceremony, each building
in Legacy Park will b ear
the nameplate of a past
Harding legend.
Some of the people
b eing honored were past
professors, one was the
chief librarian for the Searcy campu s as well as the
graduate school, one was a
board of trustees m ember
and two were missionaries.
"The thing they all have
in common was their love
and d edication to Harding
and the mission of Christian
education," Hunter said.
Harding alumnus Andy
Ritchie will speak on behalf
of the fumilies being honored
at the cer emony, w hich is
at 11 :15 a.m. on Saturd ay.
Ritchie, whose parents are
being honored, said he knew
all but two of the couples

and that nine out of 15 of
them lived within a half
mile of the bell tower.
The building that will
bear the Ritchie name is
the plot of land on Park
Aven ue where Ritchie and
his parents used to live.
His father was a professor
in the B ib le department
and directed chorus, and
his mother taught math at
Harding Academy.

These are the
people who made
the school. These
are people who
taught for very
little money. They
sacrificed to make
this possible.
- Andy Ritchie,
Harding alumnus
Ritchie said the ceremony
is a big deal for his family,
and it is likely that four
generations of Ritchies will
be in attendance.
Hunter said that when the
15 families were chosen, a
letter was sent to their children or spouse to let them
know about the dedication.
She also requested a picture
be sent of the h onorees
accompan ying any inform ation that could be given
about their Harding story.
''It has b een a lot of time
and h ard work spent but

it has been great to make place," Hunter said. "It h as
contact with these families," not progressed through the
gen e rations without the
Hunter said.
Ritchie said that the sacrifice and dedication of
families being r ecognized many wonderful people, like
were true Harding heroes. these that are being honored
His own father went on at Legacy Park. It is just like
teaching for 10 years after in our own families. We all
he had been declared legally n eed to know who came
blind.
before us and what things
' These are the people who they did to make the things
made the school," Ritchie that we get to enjoy and
said. 'These are people who learn from possible."
Those being honored
taught for very little money.
They sacrificed to make this are:
and Mary B ales,
S.A. Bell, M.E . "Pinky"
possible."
Outside of each building and Rheba Berryhill, Leslie
will be a bronze plaque to and Corinne Burke, Dale
h o nor the families. Hunter and Joan Coleman, Alvin
said she hopes the buildings and Georgia Hobby, Annie
will have the feeling of a May Alston Lewis, EW. and
historic district and that Mildred M attox, John Dow
students will stop to read and Helen Pearl Merritt, Erle
the plaques.
and Mona Moore, L.E. and
"I think it is important Queetro Pryor, Andy and
for studen ts to learn about Kathryn Ritchie, Roy and
those who have gone before Marj Sawyer, Jack Wood
them b ecause Harding is and M attie Sue Sears and
truly a unique and special Buford and Ermal Tucker. '
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Homecoming queen finalists announced

photos by CHANEY MITCHELL

Aubrey

@upp

Classification: Senior
Nominated by Ju Go Ju
Hometown: Paragould, Ark.
Major: CSD
If I could have three wishes,
they'd be to become a famous
country singer, to be able to
travel anywhere I wanted and
that we would find a definite
cure for cancer.
Favorite Harding memory:
Being queened for TNT in my
D olly Parton costume during
Spring Sing practice.

geeather 9oulJ Aubrey il3rown 03rooke &Ramsey
Classification: Senior
Nominated by Delta Gamma
Rho
Hometown: Harvest, Ala.
Major: Graphic design
If I could have three wishes,
they'd be to have a magic wand,
to be really wise and always
be free to travel as much as I
wanted.
Favorite H arding memory:
Having handstand competitions
and shooting nerf guns with
friends upstairs in the library.

Classification: Senior
Nominated by Chi Omega Pi
Hometown: Vero Beach, Fla.
Major: Athletic training, prephysical therapy
If I ~ould have three wishe.s ,
they d be t? feed .everyone m
the world, gtve a wish to someone who ~eally needs it and a
never-~nding su~ply of coffee.
Favonte H arding memory:
Having picnics on the front lawn
with friends every Thursday of
freshman year.

c DULi
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

9 a.m.

Shotgun Start: Bison Booster Club
Golf Tournament, Course at River
Oaks $1 00 per person/$400 per
team and/or Hole Sponsorship $100.

9:45 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Registration for Bison Stampede SK
Run, Hammon Student Center, ($20).

Noon

Eighth Annual Homecoming Alumni
Panel and Luncheon: Homemade taco
soup with trimmings for all preprofessional health science students and
alumni, Science 113.

4 p.m.

Good News Singers, C. L. Kay Plaza in
front of the Benson Auditorium.

5:30 p.m.

Black and Gold Banquet: Chancellor Clifton L. Ganus Jr., will host the
Black and Gold Banquet honoring
Harding' s outstanding and distinguished alumni, Charles White Cafeteria ($17).

7

p.m.

Piea Piper 25th Anniversary Reunion,
Ulrey Performing Arts Center.

8 p.m.

Homecoming Musical: Joseph and
the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat,
Benson Auditorium ($12, $1 5 and
$18). Join the cast, crew and orchestra following the play for complimentary coffee in the student,center.

10:15 p .. m.
Bison Bash Band and Bonfire: Band
performance on the soccer practice
field, southwest of the Ganus Athletic Center. S'mores will be available.
:Sponsored by Admissions, Alumni and
I Parent Relations, CAB and the Student
'Association.

THE QUEEN WILL BE ANNOUNCED
ATTOMORROW'S FOOTBALL GAME.

DACT

FRIDAY, OCT. 26
Faith and Business Symposium: Mabee Business Building. Several alumni
and guests will be giving presentations on topics such as business
ethics, current issues in business and
advice for COBA students. Everyone
is welcome.

Classification: Senior
Nominated by Pi Theta Phi
Hometown: Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Major: Exercise, science
If I could have three wishes,
they'd be to be a professional
world traveler, to have a giant
chocolate fountain and to go
to the Grand Canyon.
Favorite Harding m em ory:
Studying at HUF.

[

SATURDAY, OCT. 27
8 - 9:30 a.m.

Sub T-16 Reunion, Cone Chapel ($10).

11 a.m. - 1 :45 p.m.

Harding Family Picnic and Giant Tailgate
Celebration on the lawn in front of t he
8 a.m.
GAC. Heritage Circle members will be
Bison Stampede SK Run, registration in seated inside the GAC. Signs will be
front of the Student Center. Race starts provided denoting reunion class years.
at 9 a.m. Each participant receives a
T-shirt ($20).

Noon

HUF Spring 1987 Reunion: 25 Harding
10 - 1 0:45 a.m.
Drive at the home of Bryan and Laura
Alumni Chapel in Administration Audi- Burks.
torium.
Student Publications will host an alumni
tailgating
mixer on the Ganus Athletic
10:45 a.m. - 1 :45 p.m.
C t I
Inflatable games and petting zoo, Ganus
en er awn.
Athletic Center. Free admission.
X-Treme Tailgating: Choose your spot with
social clubs at First Security Stadium on
1 0:45
1 :45
the west side of the GAC. Aramark will .
Generation HU tailgate party, Ganus be grilling burgers and hot dogs.
Athletic Center. For graduates of the
last decade.
2
Bison Football: The Bisons play Arkansas Tech at First Security Stadium in
10:45
2
a
Great American Conference f ootball
Art & Design open house featuring Hardgame.
Reserved seats, $1 0 and general
ing alum Mandy Brown's exhibit of her
admission,
$7.
graduate art work.

a.m. -

p.m.

p.m.

a.m. -

p.m.

40th Year Reunion: Members of the Class
of '72 and family and friends are invited
Totally Awesome 80s Reunion for every- to drop by for a soup and sandwich supone who attended Harding during that per after the Bison Homecoming football
decade, Heritage 208.
game at the home of Cliff and Louise
Ganus, 208 Lott Tucker Drive (behi nd
College of Sciences Reunion and Recep- the Rhodes Field House). RSVP to Debtion: A Symposium of Faith and Science, bie Ganus Duke, dduke@harding.edu or
501-279-4507.
Pryor-England 123.

10:45 a.m. - 1 2 p.m.

That ?Os Reunion for everyone who Football and Cheerleader Alumni Reunion:
attended Harding during that decade, Drop by for chili at the Jim Citty Football
Regions Room.
and Athletic Training Complex, Ganus
Athletic Center.
Dactylology Club Reunion: Student SucHarding Choral Groups Alumni Reunion:
cess Center, Heritage 236.
All chorus groups are invited. It will be
Harding Authors Book Signing: Student at the home of Paul and Joli Love, 605
E. Race Ave. , (across the street from
Center in front of the bookstore.
Sexton Foods).

Je11e:~~d Beaux, Administ ration Audi- ~fr~~ Alumni Reunion, Black and Gold

torium.

1-1:15 a.m.

Game, Soccer Field.

8 p.m.

Dedication and Open House of Legacy
Homecoming Musical - Joseph and the
Park.
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, Benson
Auditorium ($1 2, $1 5 and $18). Join
the cast, crew and orchestra following
11 - 11 :45 a.m.
Pied Pipers Children's Theater, Heritage the play for complimentary coffee in the
Auditorium.
student center.
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LIFE IN TECHNICOLOR
After years as a student, professor, dean and university president,
Dr. David B. Burks has lived a vivid and colorful life. Pictured below
are the photos from Burl<s' years as photographer for the Petit Jean
yearbool<. Burl<s re-captured the photos a few weel<s ago - a true
tribute to campus changes and a life lived in technicolor.

photos by PRESIDENT DAVID BURKS

A HARDING UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATION

Alexis Hosticka

Out
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field
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Volleyball perfect in conference
byJESS BOYD
web editor

The best
NFL rivalry
With any game that any
two NFL teams play, there is
obviously an overwhelming
sense of competition and
an extremely strong desire
to win.
I mean, that's what sports
are all about.
But sometimes when
you put two certain teams
together, you get what the
sports world likes to call a
rivalry.
My favorite NFL rivalry
is the Chicago Bears and
Greenbay Packers biannual
face of£ Basically since birth,
I have been a Bears fan
and my brother has been a
Packers fan.
So not only is this a
football rivalry, it's also
sibling rivalry.
My brother's love for the
Packers started w hen he
was a toddler and decided
that his favorite colors were
green and yellow.
After a few years, his
appreciatio n for football
developed and he realized
that everyone else in the
household didn't really like
the team that he loved. Yet,
that didn't stop him and he
now owns a cheese head.
I, o n the o ther h and,
stayed loyal to Chicago.
Since the first game in
1921, the Bears and Packers
have played each other 184
times, which is more than
any other rivalry in the NFL.
Not only are the two
teams in the same division,
they are also very close to
each other geographically,
which can make it easier
and more entertaining to
smack talk Green Bay.
Chicago currently holds
the lead in the rivalry with
a record of 92-86-6.
This season, the two teams
already faced off once, and
the Packers defeated the Bears
for Chicago's only loss so
far this season. When they
play again in December, I
am confident that Chicago
will use their home advantage
to take the win.
Right now, the Bears are
one of only three teams
with one or fewer losses,
and they need to keep it
that way.
Another big NFL rivalry
is the Pittsburgh Steelers and
Baltimore Ravens. The two
teams are currently in first
and second place in their
division, but haven't faced
each other yet this season.
Weeks 11 and 13 will
determine who the better
team is, likely not only in
the rivalry, but also in the
division.
Although I really don't
have a favorite out of the
two, I still love watching
rivalry games because of
the atmosphere. A lot of
the time, you can tell that
the games mean more to
the players than "regular"
games and the next day
there is always more talk
about who won.
And if the Bears win, I'll
have an excuse to smack talk
my brother. And destroy his
cheese head.

ALEXIS HOSTICKA is
sports editor for the
201 2-2013 Bison.

She may be contacted at
ahostick@harding.edu.
Twitter: @alexis_hosticka
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Sophomore Taryn Eubank sets the ball against Northwestern Oklahoma
State University on Oct. 18. The Lady Bisons won the match 3-0.

The Lady Bisons remain
undefeated in conference
play after defeating Southern
Arkansas University 3-0 on
Oct. 23.
They are currently 21-6
overall and 10-0 in conference play.
H arding is in sole possession of first place in the
G AC standings.
Going into the gam e,
Harding and SAU wer e
ranked o ne and two in
the GAC. Becau se o f this,
there was a lo t o f hype
surrounding this m atch,
senior Bailee Graham said.
They too k t he fi rst
two sets 25-18 and 25-19.
SAU took a 22-19 lead in
the third set, but then the
Lady Bisons went on a 4-0
run on three kills by junior
outside hitter Mollie Arnold
to take the set 25-23.
"The highlight of the
game was definitely tying
it up at the end of game
three right when the thought
they would be able to win
it," said freshman outside
hitter Shelby D aniel.
The Lady Bisons are 8-0
at home this season.
''The game went great,"
said sophomore setter Taryn
Eubank. ''We played well
and worked together to
pull out another conference
win to remain undefeated."
Harding is led by Arnold,
who ranks first in the GAC
kills per set with a 3. 98 av-

erage. Senior setter Amber
Schinzing also ranks first in
the GAC in assists per set
with a 11.01 average.
At the Washburn Classic
on Oct 5-6, the Lady Bisons
lost to n ationally-ranked
Washburn University and
Truman State, ranked number
three and 20 respectively.
"They were really great
comp etition that we just
hadn't seen yet," Fear said.
"It really took our game to
a wh ole new level. Since
then I've been told that
my expectations for the
team h ave taken a step
up. That, n o matter who
the opponent is on the
o ther side of the net is, if
we play like we did against
Washburn then we should
continue to be undefeated
for the rest of the season."
Since that tournament,
the Lady Bisons have been
on a seven-game wmnmg
streak. Fear said they would
like to keep the momentum
going and stay undefeated
in the con ference.
''We just really want to
make sure we don't start
coasting," Graham said.
"Every game we want to
make sure that we come out
and play hard. We want to
treat every game like it's a
big game because any team
can come and sneak up on
us in conference."
The Lady Bisons' next
game will be against third
ra n ked Arkansas Tech
University in Russellville
on Oct. 30 at 7 p.m.

Football comes HU Baseball warming up
back from loss
by ALEXIS
HOSTICKA
sports editor

Bisons look to move up in DII
rankings with tomorrow's game
by MATT CHAFFIN
asst. sports editor
Nationally ranked at No.
19 in Division II, the Bisons
are preparing to kick off their
2012 Homecoming game
against the Arkansas Tech
Wonder Boys on Saturday.
The Wo nder Boys are
coming off of a hard fought
24-21 win against University
of Arkansas at Monticello
last Saturday.
The Bisons, after their
loss to Henderson State in
the last home game, beat
10th-ranked Ouachita Baptist
Tigers 34-14 on the road.
It was Harding's first road
victory against a top-10 team
since the Bisons joined the
NCAA in 1997.
Sophomore defensive
lineman Ty Powell had a sack
and the Bisons shut down
Ouachita Baptist's rushing
attack holding Ouachita
Baptist to 39 rushing yards.
Before the game, H uckeba
looked for what advantages
the Bisons could have.
"I think our difficult
schedule gives us an advantige
in the OBU game Saturday,"
head coach Ronnie Huckeba
said. "I'm not saying it will
determine the game, but I
think our schedule helps us
with persistence."
The Harding offense
rushed for 250-yards against
the OBU defense. Senior
quarterback Kelvin Mai:tin
led the way with 81-yards
rushing and a pa ssing
touchdown.
''We had a huge challenge
last week and our goal has
been not to look ahead,"
Martin said . "So OBU

is all that I was thinking
about. Once we took care
of business on Saturday I
quickly shifted my attention
to Homecoming."
Harding has averaged
short of 300-yards rushing
per game with one of the
deepest running back groups
in the co untry. Arkansas
Tech defense has given up
an average of 32-points
per game.
The Tech offense, however, throws for average
280-yards per game and the
Harding pass defense is one
of the top in the country.
The players are confident
going in to this game off of
last weekend's win.
''We're definitely excited
coming off the win at OBU;'
junior running back Colton
Kamper said. ''We are just
looking to ride that momentum into Homecoming."
This weekend's game will
bring a lot of excitement to
First Security Stadium for
the Bison fans as Harding
is now 19th-ranked team.
The highest the team has
ever been ranked was 18th
in 2002.
Kamper said that it is also
exciting because this game
is Homecoming weekend.
"Homecoming definitely
adds to the excitement with
all our parents here, and old
Bison players;' Kamper said.
"Everyone is really excited
about how we're playing and
we just can't wait to show
how good we are in front
of the home crowd."
The game has an early
start, with tailgating beginning between 10 a.m. and
noon and kickoff at 2 p.m.

an

allow us to manufacture
runs and put pressure on
opposing teams."
The team began pracricing
this year on Sep t.
The Harding baseball
team warmed up its bats 17. McGaha said that so
this weekend and played far, the team n eed s to
three scrimmages to lead work on consistency and
up to the end of the players being able to play
official practice window their hardest each game.
''We need to continue
for the fall.
The games were all Black to work on our ability to
and Gold scrimmages, so compete hard every day,
Harding split into two every game, every inning,
teams and one half of the every out, every pitch,"
Harding team played versus McGaha said. "We really
the other. Head baseball need to be tough - to
coach Patrick McGaha grind and out-work our
said he can already see that opponents."
Last season, the team
the team has a number of
important strengths this ended with a record of
24-25, just under .500.
season.
"One of our greatest The Bisons still have four
strengths is our depth months before the regular
- we h ave a number of season starts to work out
talented young men that any kinks and get used
can contribute to this to playing without last
team's success," McGaha season's seniors.
McGaha is confident
said. ''We are a team that
will be built around pitch- though that this season's
ing and defense but we team will bring their all to
have a lot of team speed the plate each game. H e
and good hitters that will said that the players are

very competitive.
" I believe this group
of young men have a tremendous desire to succeed
and are willing to pay the
price for that success in
the weight room, in the
batting cage and on the
field," McGaha said. ''I'm
not sure we had enough
o f that kind of desire
last year."
This season, McGaha
stressed that the seniors
need to be playing at the
top of th eir games. He
said, however, the whole
team needs to play well
for this to be a winning
season.
''It takes all of our guys
to be successful," McGaha
said ''I will say this though,
our seniors must reach
their potential on the field
and co n tinue to lead in
a p ositive way if we are
going to be a good club
this year. We have a large
group of seniors and I
am counting o n them to
meet the expectation that
lies before them."

photo by ASHEL PARSONS I Student Publications
The alumni game on Oct. 20 featured former Harding baseball players
scrimmaging against one another.
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Football game gives
alumni way to reunite
by KASEY COBLE
asst. copy editor
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Junior Connor Yates is taken down by a Freed-Hardeman player Harding's
home scrimmage on Oct. 13. The Bisons' next match is Saturday at the Little
Rock Rugby Complex at 2 p.m.

Rematch revenge for rugby
by HANNAH
ROBISON
student writer
Playing a number of
scrimmages and preparing
for official conference
games, the Harding rugby
team continues to work on
the field to improve in size
and strength.
In their scrimmage against
Freed-Hardeman University
on Oct. 13, Harding officially
tied against the opponent,
but, in an unheard of sudden
death overtime, were barely
defeated.
"Freed came on a little
stronger than we expected;'
senior coach and captain
Hayden Dorsett said. "We
were able to hold on pretty
well during the firsthalf,
mostly through the second
half and picked it up toward
the end when we scored
twice in six minutes."
The team currently has
31 players and 15 are able to
participate on the field at a
time. During the Freed-Hardeman game, everyone was
given the opportunity to
display his skills.
"We wanted to make sure
everybody had sufficient
playing time for their friends
and family to see them play,"

senior Wade O'Dear said.
According to Dorsett,
approximately half of the
team consists of new members, which was a challenge
against Freed Hardeman's
1 7 out of 20 returning
members.
The team will proceed to
face the men's Little Rock
Rugby Club at 2 p.m., on
Oct. 27, at the Little Rock
Rugby Complex.
O'Dear said Harding has
. a great relationship with the
men's team and each match
presents an opportunity
to compete against some
older, more experienced
rugby players.
Members of the Harding
rugby team traveled with
the Little Rock team for
their first game this fall in
Nashville, Tenn., playing as
the men's team substitutions.
Though the games thus far
have been non-conference
exhibitions, the Bisons are
seeking to defeat Freed-Hardeman in their fustupcoming
conference game.
The team will play against
Freed-Hardeman again on
Nov. 3, this time on the
road in Henderson, Tenn.
They will present their
first home conference game
on Dec. 1.

(Rugby) keeps
motivating me; it's
just encouraging
seeing all these
guys, lifting each
other up.
-Stern Harris,
freshman rugby
player
The season will continue
into the spring semester and
more home games will be
played following Christmas
break.
The team has a realistic
set of goals to win their
conference, make it to the
tournament, con tinue to
national playoffs, retain
players and most importantly,
gain support from Harding.
The team has nearly
doubled in numbers and
recruits men each fall to
join the team. D orsett said
experience is not required
to play, and many of the
members learn as they go.
Freshman Stern Harris
said that although he had
no previous experience in
the game, he decided to give
the sport a try.
"It keeps me in shape,"
Harris said ''It keeps motivating me; it's just encouraging
seeing all these guys, lifting
each other up."

donor list.
With GenerationHU up
and running, events have
Going to school and taken place and are being
graduating from Harding planned for areas that large
establishes connections with percentages of Harding
people from all over the graduates live now.
''We try to hit big cities
United States and internationally. The Homecoming once a year," Smith said.
football game provides an "Our events take place
opportunity for those people in Nashville, Little Rock,
to reunite.
Dallas, Oklahoma City and
The Office of Advance- in the Bentonville area."
Each event consists of
ment created GenerationHU
to help connect graduates a dinner, presentation, and
of the last 10 years with one update about Harding.
''At these reunions, they
another and with Harding.
According to 2012 can network with each
Harding graduate Jordan other and ask me about
Smith, who works as the Harding," Smith said. "It
young alumni associate for is also an opportunity for
the Harding Fund under them to donate and give
the Office of Advance- their contact information."
Often the person Smith
ment, the components of
Gen erationHU are giving, reaches out to first is the
Young Alumni of the
serving and networking.
Members of Genera- Month, who is someone
tionHU are invited to come in GenerationHU that has
back and speak in classes, "gone out of their way to
encouraged to serve in a help Harding that month."
nationwide Bisons for Christ This person must have
day in their areas with other donated money and time
graduates, offered help for to Harding, as well.
Harding graduate and
finding a new church home
if they move and referred August Young Alumna of
for jobs through Harding's the Month Tandi Morgan

helped put together an event
in Dallas in June and said
GenerationHU has been
very beneficial to her.
"It has made me feel
involved in a different kind
of way to what is happening
at Harding," Morgan said.
"My time at Harding was
life-changing for me; it is
the reason that I have the
job that I have now and
through that job, I am able
to give back."
GenerationHU is putting
on a Young Alumni tailgate
at the Homecoming game
tomorrow for all graduates
of the last 10 years. It will
take place in front of the
First Security Stadium and
will have food, games,
T-shirts and game tickets.
Smith and the Office
of Advancement sent out
postcards and advertised
the event on Facebook to
encourage people to attend
the event.
"During Homecoming,
there have always been
tons of things to do but
never for young people,"
Smith said.
For more info, visit
harding.edu/ generationhtL

A football brotherhood
My time spent playing
Ronnie Huckeba
That unity was fostered
football for Harding was
and nurtured by our coaches,
one of the most profound
particularly our head coach
experiences of my life. When
John Prock, who passed away
I arrived on campus in 1973,
this summer at the age of 83.
I immediately became part of
Harding football was a
a very special brotherhood
family to coach Prock, and he
that impacted the rest of my
instilled in all of his players a
passion for the game and for
life and, very particularly, my
coaching philosophy:
each other that I believe was unique for
Back then, we were the Harding College that rime.
Bisons, a group of about 65 guys from all
I immediately became part
over the country, much smaller both numerof a very special brotherhood
ically and physically than our team today.
that impacted the rest of my
What we did have in common with today's
life and, very particularly, my
team was a very strong connection to each
coaching
philosophy.
other - a love that allowed us to focus on
helping the team achieve our goals rather
Most of us that played for coach Prock
than on individual accomplislunents. We and decided upon coaching as a profesencouraged each other through typical sion have carried that with us to all of the
freshman problems such as homesickness football programs where we have worked.
and grew to love each other through that That has been m y continued wish for the
special bond that is formed by working young men that play for us today - that
through long, tough practices together, the "brotherhood" of Bison football be an
sharing defeats and victories, and standing additional family that supports each other
with each other at weddings, funerals and as we pursue spiritual, physical, intellectual
other landmark occasions.
and emotional maturity.
Although we dressed in a cramped
As a testament to what I have written,
dressing room, worked out with antiquated several of my teammates from my time
weight lifting equipment and wore less than playing football at Harding remain my
ideal equipment and uniforms, we had a closest friends that I have in this world unity that was just as strong as any team.
they truly are my brothers.
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Mike Plummer

Butch Gardner

Paul Simmons

(Baseball/Football)

(Basketball)

(Football)

The Bible used in
Bible classes
(still in the first edition).

The people

andthe
environment.

The special
relationships
between the students
and the faculty.

We still have chapel
every school day, and
there are still really
great people at Harding.

Chapel and
Bible classes.

Black '51 Ford
just like
Jack Webb's.

My dream was to
have a car ...
any car.

Any four-wheel
drive truck.

A '5 7 Chevrolet
with the tail fins.

To someday
get a car.

Magnum P.I. really cool car
and mustache.

The Roa drunner, he
runs fast and to an
old track cottch that

Cur/yon The
Three Stooges.

Ted Lloyd

David Elliot

(Track/Cross-Country Coach) (Tennis Coach)

Our Hall of Famers'

Views on Pop Culture

wes~ioms·
Something that hasn't
changed about Harding
since you graduated?
What was your d r~am car
when you were a student?
What cartoon character
or TV show character
would you like to be?

'

\

The Roadrunner - I like• John Wayne Pecause
Acme products and I've
always wanted to run
fast and yell "beep, beep."

What would you title a
biography on yourself?

"If I Had to Do
it Over Again, I'd
do it Over Again. "

What is one crazy thing
you want to do before
you die?

Skydive with
my son.

I've alway; ;,..,anted
to be a cowboy.

"I'm Not as
"Living on Love. "
Dumb as I Look."

Bungee jumping.

Drift the Missouri
River with my
three children.

is desirable.

"Been There,
Done That. "

I have no idea.

Visit Antarctica.

Go to Alaska and
big game hunt.

.

!
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Behind every great man, there is a great woman
by HAZEL HALLIBURTON
copy editor

For the past 47 years, Leah Burks has
stood behind Dr. David Burks.
Leah Burks, who graduated from what
then was Harding College in 1965 and
married David Burks shortly thereafter,
has a Harding story of her own.
As a Harding student, she pledged Zeta
Rho and served as club president several
times. David Burks was an honorary beau,
Leah Burks said.
Leah Burks said her social club involvement
provided some of her favorite memories
of being a student. Although David and
Leah Burks were not dating at the time,
she was a queen for his club and she said
all of the activities and friendships of be-

ing a student, her club sisters and his club
brothers supplied many of her memories
of being a student at the school.
After David and Leah Burks eventually
moved back to Searcy after graduating,
Leah Burks, having a degree in English
and a minor in art, taught at schools in
both Bradford and Central; two schools
close to Searcy.
"I taught English at Bradford and then
I taught English and art at Central," Leah
Burks said. ''Then I taught art at the Academy.... I taught 7th-12th in English and
then art was one through 12."
Although she no longer teaches, she still
remains busy.
"Oh, I like to read," Leah Burks said. "I
like to travel. I garden a lot. Spending time
with my friends. I'm in several luncheon

groups and Bunco groups and of course during his presidency at Harding.
my grandchildren and kids."
With two sons currently teaching at the
When she is not busy reading or gar- university, her children, daughter-in-laws and
dening, she is busy entertaining numerous all of her grandchildren having attended
guests and traveling.
Harding Academy, the Burks have deep
' 'I've met Margaret 'Thatcher, both Bush's, family ties to Harding. According to Leah
Barbara Bush and Gorbachev;" Leah Burks Burks, her children came because they
said. "All of these people have been in my wanted to, because they love Harding too.
home and I would have never dreamed
As far as her life with President David
of the friendships and the opportunities Burks after his soon-to-be retirement, she
to travel and meet all of these wonderful does not foresee much change in the future.
people. I've been to China, Africa, Europe
''I really don't think things will change
and Australia."
that much," Leah Burks said. ''We won 't
Leah Burks said that although she was quite have the 24/7 responsibilities or the stress,
naive when David Burks became president but I really don't think things will change
and she was unaware of the challenges that that much. I anticipate,that we'll continue to
lay before them, she is thankful that they travel and maybe have more freedom, but
have been able to have such a wonderful he'll probably go to the office pretty much
experience and have had the opportunities evety day. ... Harding is his life."

Film student to
study in LA
by AMY MARE
multimedia editor
'The chance of a lifetime"
is a rather cliche statement,
but that is just what senior
Amy Morris feels like she
has been given.
Morris, who is an electronic
media production major at
Harding, has been given the
opportunity to attend film
school for a semester in Los
Angeles.
She will study at the Los
Angeles Film Studies Center,
a faith-based program that
is taught from a Christian
perspective. She will take 16
credit hours; six hours of
internship and three other
classes. Morris will be making
three or four short fihns over
the course of the semester.
"I'm excited to get to
learn filmmaking because I
wouldn't get the opportunity
here at Harding," Morris said
''I'm excited that it's all I'm
going to be doing There v.on't
be other classes interfering
that I may not care about;
the whole semester will just
be film."
Morris was notified about
the program last semester by
instructor of communication
Ginger Blackstone. Usually
in order to be eligible for the
program, potential students
must attend a school that is
a member of the Council
of Christian Colleges and
Universities, but Harding is
not a member. As a result,
Morris said she had to go
through a long process to
be approved to attend.
In the past, students who
wanted to go through the
program had to transfer to
a school that is a member
for that semester. Morris
said she did not want to do
that because she wanted to
graduate from Harding.
''I didn't want to transfer
for my last semester," Morris said. ''I wanted to come
back and graduate with all
my friends I went through
Harding with, and I wanted
to graduate from Harding."

Morris will start the semester this spring. She said
the program cost is about the
same as an overseas prognun;
and includes all of her classes
and a furnished apartment
near the film studies center.
For her first two classes,
Morris will be taking Hollywood Production Workshop
and Faith and Artistic Development in Film For her third
class, she has the option of
choosing from three electives.
She has decided on Narrative
Storytelling. Also required as
part of the program is an
internship in Hollywood.
The program will help her
find one upon arrival, during
orientation.
'There's only so much we
can do in Searcy for aspiring
Christian filmmakers;' Blackstone siad 'The LA program
not only teaches hands on
skills, but it gives them the
opportunity to build contacts
with Christians working in
the industry."
Morris said she is excited
she gets to be the first from
Harding to go through the
program.
''I'm really excited that I get
to sort of be the guinea pig
for this," Morris said ''Maybe
if it works out well for me,
they'll let other p eople go."
When Morris graduates,
she said she v.ould like to worli:
in independent filmmaking.
She has thought about Hollywood, but said it would not
be her first choice.
"I don't know if I really
want to work in Hollywood,"
Morris said. "If I got a job
there I certainly wouldn't
turn it down. Really though,
I'm more interested in
independent filmmaking.
There's too much pressure in
Hollywood to make movies
for certain demographics or
groups."
Morris said she is consid-

ering being a director because
she enjoys screenwriting and
coming up with her own story
ideas, and that it is easier to do
in independent filmmaking
than it is in Hollywood.

E ponential
growth for lot a

Chi Facebook

The Iota Chi 2012 pledge class' Facebook
group was overrun by new members on
Tuesday evening.
The pranksters made themselves admlh-·
lstrators of the group and
group had added more them 2JAIJQfi•J
members. Among the mernbell ~-WtWJi
students. stall and faculy from Mc:WdlAe..~
unlversllles, friends anc:t famly memberl ~
across the world.
other Hc.cllag studenls continued the nncr.
adding themselves to open pages for groups
from other unlvealles lncluclng Bllghanl Young
University, Oklahoma Christian University,
Freed-Hardeman University and Upscomb
University.
Iota Chi wHI be selBng buttons for $1 during
the Homecoming tollgate actlvlHes tomorrow
wHh proceeds g°"la to~brea.t~
research.

at.,,.. _.,
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Harding's former live mascot, Benny, joins students at a pep rally in 1965. The university adopted Benny
in 1964, but by 1968 he was so unruly that he was sentenced to be butchered and laid to rest in a freezer.

Bisons: from Benny to Buff
by KYLE REEVES
student writer

For years, Harding University has been associated
with the bison mascot. With
its caricature stamped all
around campus, the bison is
also accompanied by history
of the symbol. Long before
Harding's current mascot
''Buff the Bison" began to
rally the crowds, an actual
bison roamed the sidelines
of fall football games.
In 1964, Dr. George
Benson acquired a threemon th old bison named
''Benny" thatwould become
the living mascot of Harding's gridiron warriors.
"It was great to have a
live mascot," Chancellor
Clifton Ganus said. "The
students all liked having
him around and going up

to visit him. So did I, but
just don't get your arm in
the trailer. He might knock
it of£"
Benson traveled to Kansas to bring Benny to his
new home in Searcy, but
it was there that B enson
learned how much of a
problem-child the new ally
was. Upon loading young
Benny into the trailer that
would carry him to Searcy,
Benny refused, bucked and
kicked his way out of the
trailer, and in the process
ripped out the base of his
right horn.
Benny stayed calm for
most of his first year as
mascot and remained docile
through the better part of
two years, but Benny turned
into an angry wreck in his
third year and was no longer allowed onto the field.

Instead h e was kept in a
trailer next to the stadium.
In addition to numerous onfield antics, Benny caused
a ruckus in captivity and
continued his disruptive
ways forcing President
Clifton Ganus to issue a
" behave or barbeque" act.
Benny continued to act up
and Ganus stayed true to
his word.
" Benny became dan gerous and would attack
people if they got close,"
Ganus said. ' 'We told him
that he was going to behave
or barbecue. He didn't
behave so we sold him
to different individuals. I
bought one-fourth of him
and put the quarter, cut
up and packaged, in my
freezer. It was very good
lean meat, because Benny
ate grain with our calves on

the farm. Would like some
more like it."
It would seem as if all
actual m ascots have been a
curse for Harding as there
have been numerous other
occasions of misbehavior,
which is why H arding went
without a mascot for much
of the 21st century, but in
2010, "Buff the Bison"
made his first appearance.
Buff was introduced to
Harding University on Sept
4, 2010, as the Bisons took
the field against Soutli.ern
Arkansas University. The
Bis ons defe ated SAU,
shutting out the Muleriders
20-0. Since Buff's arrival
into First Security Stadium,
the Bisons h ave won nine
of their 16 home games,
and more importantly, no
bison has been devoured
since then.

Scribblers publish annual magazine
by MATT RYAN

that was completely student
run, but they also wanted to
have something that was a
For the eighth time since venue for students to submit
2003, the campus literary creative work," Engel said.
club "Scribblers" produced , The publication was
its annual literary magazine, originally named after a line
Shook Foil, which the club from "God's Grandeur," a
will sell this weekend during poem by Gerard Manley
Homecoming The magazine Hopkins: "The world is
consists of poems, essays, charged with the grandeur
short stories, photographs of God. It will flame out,
and other artistic submissions like shining from shook foil"
from students of all majors
Junior Maddi Nelson,
and will sell for $2 each. The the current president of
proceeds will go to pay for Scribblers who also serves as
the cost of production for Shook Foil's editor-in-chief,
next year's issue.
said the magazine's title is
Harding alumnus Taylor representative of what she
Carr began Shook Foil in views to be the ultimate goal
2003 with money he received of Shook Foil.
after selling a particularly
"'God's Grandeur' is one
valuable bottle cap he of my favorite poems actufound earlier that year for ally," Nelson said. ''I think
$100. Carr and several other when we are writing, what
students bought the paper, we would really like to do
photocopied the submissions, is exemplify that grandeur
manually assembled the of God."
magazines and did all of
Nels on said literature
the artwork on their own. is a special way for people
Scribblers adviser Dr. Terry to communicate with one
Engel said the magazine another and is a window
has always been primarily into the minds of people
produced by students with from other times. She said
the student body in mind. she hopes Shook Foil can
'Theywanted something provide such a window
features editor

{

into the minds of Harding
students through the years.
"I think that literature
is a good way for people
to communicate to each
other in a different way, a
special way," Nelson said.
"It connects people from
different backgrounds. I guess
a story, even though it might
not be a true story about a
certain person, it could tell
more about what a person
is thinking and feeling than
just a short conversation.
I just think that collecting
literature from students is
a good way to kind of get a
history of what students are
thinking and feeling during
a certain year."
Freshman English major
Shelby Griffith submitted
four free-verse poems and

one creative nonfiction essay
to this year's edition. Griffith
said that the opportunity to
publish her work is a good
way to not only gain experience, but also to express her
appreciation of important
individuals in her life.
"Submitting to Shook
Foil was great practice for
me as an aspiring author
to have and was a way to
share myself with Harding,"
Griffith said ''I write because
I want my readers to know
that they're not alone. The
poems show the beauty of
sorrow - a light shining
in the darkness - and the
essay is a tribute to a role
model back home. I wanted
to thank her and to share
her beauty with the world."
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Lyceum
Jazz ensemble

scheduled to
play on campus
by CLIFTON GANUS
guest writer
The next attraction in
Harding's Concert Lyceum
Series is the U.S. Navy Band
Commodores, performing in
the Administration Auditorium
at 2:30 on Sunday afternoon,
Nov. 4. Admission to the
concert is free.
The Commodores are the
Navy's premiere jazz band, an
18-member big band that features some of the Navy's top
jazz musicians. They perform
music ranging from authentic
sounds of the Swing Era to
contemporary music. The
group has performed around
the world, including concerts
at the Detroit Montreux Jazz
Festival and the Newport
Jazz Festival. They've toured
Central and South America
and Europe, and have played
with jazz legends as well as
younger jazz artists.
Their repertoire includes
classics from the Big Band
Era, but it also features
contemporary charts, many
written by the band members
themselves. One of the band's
most visible faces is Chief
Musician Yolanda Pelzer.
Joining the band in 1995, she
has captivated Commodores'
fans with her radiant smile
and soulful singing ever since.
The Commodores can
be seen frequently in the
Washington, D.C., area and
around the country during
their annual national tours.
This current tour takes them
through New Mexico, Texas,
Arkansas, Mississippi, Tennessee and North Carolina.
The next Lyceum concert
after the Commodores will be
Andrew Granade on Nov. 15.

Tailgate recipes
by HAZEL HALLIBURTON
copy editor

Candy Corn Mix
8 ounces white chocolate baking bars,
coarsely chopped
4 cups Corn Chex or Rice Chex cereal
2 cups bite-size pretzel twists
1/2 cup raisins
1 cup candy corn
1 cup M&M's

In a large microwavable bowl, microwave chopped baking bars uncovered
on high for one and a half to two and
a half minutes, stirring every 30 seconds, until melted and smooth. Gently
stir in cereal, pretzels and raisins until
evenly coated. Stir in candy corn and
M&M's. Spread on waxed paper or foil
until cool and chocolate is set, about
30 minutes. Break into chunks. Store
loosely covered.
Recipe courtesy ofBettyCrocker.com

Perfect snacl<s and treats to prepare for the
football tailgate party tomorrow afternoon

Seven Layer Dip

Jalapeno Crescent Rolls

Burger Sliders

1 can (10 ounces each) diced tomatoes &
green chilies, drained, but save the liquid
1 can (16 ounces each) refried beans
1 container (12 ounces each) refrigerated
guacamole
1 container (16 ounces each) sour cream
1 package (1.25 ounces each) taco seasoning

1 can crescent dough
2 tablespoons cream cheese (this amount
will vary; really depends on how much
you want to use)
1-2 fresh jalapenos (you can use canned
if you prefer, but fresh is always best)
3 or 4 strips of bacon (again, depends
on how much bacon you want in your
crescent rolls)

1 /2 teaspoon onion powder
1 /2 teaspoon garlic powder
1/ 2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1/2 teaspoon kosher salt
1 pound ground chuck
8 (3-inch) buns or rolls, split in half
2 to 3 tablespoons mayonnaise

tn1X

1 cup shredded Cheddar and Monterey Jack
cheese blend
1 can (2.25 ounces each) sliced ripe olives,
drained
1/ 4 cup sliced green onions
Reserve 1 /2 cup drained tomatoes; set
aside. Blend remaining tomatoes and reserved
liquid with beans in medium bowl. Spread
bean mixture in an 8x8-inch glass baking dish
or round casserole dish. Top with guacamole.
Blend together sour cream and seasoning
mix in small bowl. Spread over guacamole.
Top evenly with layers of cheese, olives,
green onions and reserved tomatoes. Chill
two hours prior to serving.

Preheat oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit. Chop the jalapenos into small pieces,
removing all of the seeds from the inside.
Cook the bacon to your preference of
<loneness, cool atld then break into small
pieces. Roll out your crescent roll dough.
It's already perforated into triangles, but
to get 16 bite-size stuffed rolls, you will
need to cut each triangle in half. Layer
a small dollop of cream cheese, a piece
of jalapeno and then bacon. Bake 10-15
minutes at 350 degrees Fahrenheit.

Preheat the oven to 250 degrees Fahrenheit. Preheat a griddle to 350 degrees
Fahrenheit. Combine the onion powder,
garlic powder, pepper and salt in a small
bowl. Set aside. Roll meat with a rolling
pin until it is very thin and sprinkle the
meat with the seasoning mixture. Fold the
meat in half, from side to side, then cut
the meat into eight even squares. Wrap
the buns in foil and place in the oven for
five to 10 minutes. Meanwhile, place the
burgers on the griddle and cook for two
to three minutes per side. Serve immediately with condiments of your choice.

Recipe courtesy ofFoodNetwork.com

Recipe courtesy of Pinterest

Recipe courtesy ofFoodNetwork.com

Next issue on stands Friday, Nov. 2.

Check out on The Link
Online co lumnists: Jess Boyd recaps The Color
Run in Memphis and Payton Hurst discusses club
week.
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' ' I t is God who works in
you, both to will and
to work for his good
pleasure" (Philippians 2:13,
English Standard Version) .
This message from Paul is the
same message that underlies
my vision for this school year.
Fundamentally, I believe
people have "good" within
them. I am convinced that
people desire goodness and
that this desire comes from the
image of God being stamped
upon them. The problem arises
when Satan distorts our desire
for good into something else.
Nonetheless, I cling to the
idea of goodness because I
know the power of God is
beyond anything we can ever
fathom. I want to be connected
to that power and want to help
others connect to that power.
This year's Student Association theme is "Connections."
The theme was born out of a
desire to give Harding students
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his last Monday, Oct.
22, I sat down and
watched the third and
last presidential debate, which
addressed the topic of foreign
policy, on the C-SPAN network.
Prior to that night I had kept
up with various news sources
and wa~ m~hl~
predict that the two candidates,
President Barack Obama and
Gov. Mitt Romney, would still
be neck-and-neck by the end
of the debate.
That prediction, in my
own opinion, was not terribly
disappointed by the end of
the debate.
Take for example moderator
Bob Schieffer's question of
whether an attack on Israel
would be considered an attack .
on the United States; neither
candidate gave a direct answer.
Obama tangoed beautifully
around the· question, as I
had come to expect from his
responses in the previous two
debates. He opted to specify
that we would stand behind
Israel if they were attacked
but did not give a definitive

amanda dang

We pledge to keep our eyes and
ears open to what our community has to say and hope that, in
return, that community will be an
interactive audience, sharing its
stories with us. We also pledge
to do the basics: report accurate
and relevant information, check
our facts, and share them in a
professional, timely manner.
If you have any story ideas, questions,
k:omments or concerns for the Bison staff,
please e-mail Lyndsey Ruble, the editorin-chief, at lruble@harding.edu
"The Bison(USPS 577-660) is published
weekly (except vacations, exams and
summer sessions), 18 issues per year, by
Harding University. Periodicals postage
paid at Searcy, Arkansas 72143. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The
Bison, Harding University 11192, SEARCY
AR 72149-0001 "

Accepting
Your Limits

S

hortly after the Exodus, there
is w hat I find to be a rather .
curious account of Moses ·
and his father-in-law, Jethro. Jethro
observes Moses judging the people
of Israel by himself all day long, and
rather than praising Moses for his
good work ethic, Jethro reproves
him: "What you are doing is not
good. You and the people with you
will certainly wear yourselves out, for
the thing is too heavy for you. You
are not able to do it alone" (Exodus
18:17, 18, English Standard Version).
Then, Jethro advises Moses to
delegate the responsibility of jud1-,i1ng
smaller cases to others so that M< Jses
can focus solely on judging grca ter
matters. Jethro tells him, "If yo11 do
this, God will direct you, you will be
able to endure" (Exodus 18:23 i. In
WILL WALDRON is a guest
this passage, God does not ex1)ect
contributor for the Bison.
Moses
to judge Israel alone and wear
He may be contacted at
himself out in the process. Inw ·ad.
wwaldron@harding.edu.
Moses is able to succeed as a le.1de1
of the .c hildren of Israel by sh:1rm~·
his responsibility and taking " il ;1
more manageable load.
agenda. As far as that goes,
This story is brief, but I think i1
Obama hasn't even bothered
contains a valuable lesson fo 1 us
to layer his socks so the presIt is OK to accept our limits. C ou
idential boots won't slip off
has given each of us different ~ifo,
as he runs around the country
(Romans 12:6-8; 1 Peter 4:10, l 1)
campaigning.
and
as the Parable of the Taknt'
I've heard comments supshows
us in Matthew 25, (; od
porting Obama from some
knows that some people are abk
other women on this campus.
to accomplish more than other·
One person I spoke with was
are, and his expectation is th.i r W l
completely shocked when I
will act according to our own ahilin .
said that I supported Romney.
As college students, we have what
The fact of the matter is that
I've been keeping up with
seems like a g~zillion opportunitie'
Mr. President's track record.
to join honor societies or other orga
I suspect that she hasn't much
nizations, work and volunteer. The~,·
othered...with..politi.cs.si.nc.e
areexc;ellent endeavors and item b ·
the 2008 elections, else her
difficult to pare down which 1 me'
response might have been a
we will get involved in, so man)' o I
little less taken aback.
us sign up for several extracurricular
fu the course of politics I've
activities at once - and still rah
always been biased toward the
18 hours' worth of classes. \'\.'hik
Republican side, but I always
some students are able to balance , .
choose to put the facts before
full course load and multiple club' ·
feelings and act on that concluor other responsibilities, other stusion. In the face of these past
dents struggle to find and m aintain
and ridiculously stagnant four
this balance.
years, I'm choosing to elect a
This semester, I have fo un d
different president.
myself
in the latter group. l lo\ l '
"Go vote,'' Mr. Schieffer
everything
that I am involved in.
quipped of his mother at the
but I have overscheduled my·self.
end of the debate. "It makes
and as a result I cannot fulfill aU(J(
you feel big and strong."
my obligations to the best of m~
But I expect you all to do
your homework first.
ability. As I acknowledged earlie r
in the semester, I have a tenJene 1
AMANDA WARZECHA is
to overschedule myself, so this ia guest contributor for
the Bison. She may be
not altogether new. What 1 ha1,
contacted at awarzech@
found this time, though, is that l" :
harding.edu.
committing to too many actidti,·
and not being able to devote enougll
time to each of them, I am affectinv
other people because they have 10
pick up the slack.
put it off so long? Just as it
I used to think it was commendis wrong to get married to
able to overachieve, but this semest,·r
follow your peers or society's .
has taught me that we should inste~1d
conventions, it is also wrong
strive
to work hard to the glory of
to put off doing som ething
God
while
also recognizing rhat ,,.c
that is right.
have
limits.
It is not selfish .to turn
This obsession with having
down opportunities that people may
and preparing for the perfect
present to us; in fact, ~ometimcs the
wedding also distracts from
most
selfless thing we can do is say.
the m ore important purpose
If we do not have enough time
''No."
- the marriage of the bride
or energy for our activities, we m ay
and groom. Getting married is
not be able to honor those commitoften seen as the end goal, but
it is not a finish line to cross
ments, and that may hurt others whc>
or a trophy to flaunt. Marriage
are also involved in those efforts.
is instead the beginning of
Having an overwhelming schedule
something more beautiful.
drains happiness, and letting <lmrn
Just as baptism is the first
others because we cannot do what
step in an eternal relationship
we have said we would compounds
with God- in which you will
this problem.
experience ups and downs that
On the other hand, if we know
will test your commitment, be
what we can handle course-wise and
faced with temptation and be
activity-wise and act within these
called to live out love even
limitations, I think we have a much
when you don't feel like it greater chance of having joy. We can
so too is marriage. Marriage is
have more energy to focus on each
to make you happy by sharing
of the things we d o commit to, w
your life with someone you
we are able to do a more effective
deeply love, .but also to make
job, which is a blessing to others.
you holy in challenging and
We are also more likely to feel less
strengthening your foremost
stressed and burdened- and that
relationship - your original
is a blessing to ourselves. Thus,
and more important promise
and commitment to God.
happiness is accepting your limits.

"yes." Romney surprisingly
danced a little also; his answer
suggests that he would have
liked to be definitiveimt that
he phrased the answer in such
a way that would not dissuade
moderate voters.
So the 90 minutes ended,
and both candidates had strong
arguments, whether they were
.
off-topic or not.
And then C-SPAN took
comments from the viewers.
These were relayed live
on television by Faceb ook
comments, tweets and the
~i:icieo. de¥ice.also known ·
the telephone.
And one repeated comment
that nearly had me throwing my
'70s-era, 13-inch tube out the
window was the cry, "Obama
needs another four years."
Any person elected to the
prestigious position of president
of the United States has some
big boots to fill. One must
"solemnly swear (or affirm)
that (one) will faithfully execute the Office of President
of the United States, and will
to the best of (one's) Ability,
preserve, protect and defend
the Constitution of the United
States." We assume the elected
candidate's promises and policies meet these criteria. The
real challenge lies in that the
elected is only guaranteed one
term to carry out his or her

Real Wedding Beauty

Amanda Warzecha

At the Bison, it is our goal to
serve the Harding University
student body with integrity, truth
and open ears. However, we believe that meeting that goal is a
two-way street between our staff
and the public it serves.

the opportunity to connect
with other schools and to
God at the Global Missions
Experience. Two weeks ago,
many students participated
in Relay for Life to help raise
money for cancer awareness
' and research.
I regularly hear stories of
organizations such as HUmanity and Smiles for Christ
doing God's work. I also hear
stories of students taking a
more active role in personal
Bible study and prayer. I
cannot sum up what God is
doing on this campus because ·
there is simply too much that
he is doing.
My prayer for the remainder
of the year is that we continue
to see the power of the image
of God and his Spirit who
is within us. Furthermore,
I pray that all of the good
work we attempt to do this
year and all of the connections we attempt to make are
e~tablished in the Lord. After
all, "our competence comes
from God" (2 Corinthians 3:5,
New International Version).

Happiness
Is ...

Do Election Homework

Jewelya Williams
illustrator
Kasey Coble
asst. copy editor

whatever resources they need
to connect with God and
bring his goodness into the
world. As mentioned at the
beginning of the year, the
resources we want to provide
are horizontal connections to
other students, faculty, staff
and the community. These
horizontal connections are
critical because they provide
a foundation to reach vertically toward God. However,
they 'would not be complete
without God reaching down
to solidify this foundation.
During the first 10 weeks
of this school year, I have
seen God connecting students
with people across campus
and across the world. Harding University and Academy
students donated countless
stuffed animals to displaced
children in LaPlace, La., after
Hurricane Isaac. On these ,
same trips, many Harding
students worked. with the
Lawson family to help with
other relief efforts in the
community. On Sept. 14,
students gathered to study
the book of James as part
of "Secret Church." A few
weeks ago, a team of Harding
students and faculty provided

aerial whiting
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s young American
women and men, it is
easy to fantasize about
and be consumed with the
glamorof the perfect wedding.
We are told that your wedding
day is the perfect day, all about
t he bride and groom, and is
when you will be the most
beautiful of your whole life.
This deception is profound
and widespread- it is not just
an idea among nonbelievers,
but one that is swallowed even
by God's faithful.
This idea is dangerous bec ause it is a worldly view of
something God has created
with true beauty imd has made ·
sacred, the unifying of two souls
and two lives permanently.
The real beauty is not what is
visible, but rather it is the love
0 f the couple, the family, friends
and community who come to
support you and celebrate with
you, and the sacred bond of
unity and commitment that has
b een promised and will now
b e lived out. The real beauty

of a wedding is not the ceremony or reception, but what
happens after- the lives lived
in devotion and commitment
to the Lord and to each other.
The effect of our skewed
perception of weddings is that
we wait to get engaged, to get
married and to start our lives
together because we feel the
need to save thousands of
dollars to plan a wedding that
only lasts one day. Many wait to
get married until after earning
their' college degrees or to be
a certain age, but Christians
should take the biblical view
thatmarriageismoreimportant
than a career (which changes
several times for most people),
maturity is what is needed for
marriage (not a specific age)
andprolongingtheengagement
period puts many couples'
sexual purity at risk.
I'm not advocating that
couples rush into a lifelong
commitment before they
know each other well enough,
before they can make adequate
living arrangements for after
the wedding, because they're
burning with passion or immediately after high school.
But once you've decided you
love each other and marrying
would glbrify God in making
you partners in ministry, why

AMANDA DANG is a guest
contributor for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
asharpton@harding.edu.

AERIAL WHmNG is the opinions
~ditor for the Bison. She may
be contacted at awhiting@
harding.edu.
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Set Your
Priorities
Straight

A

.-

study published in the Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology
in March confirmed one of my
worst fears about my generation.
The study found that the millennial
generation, consisting of those born after
1982, "con siders money, image and fame
more important than values like self-acceptance and being part of a community."
In addition, results showed that millennials were less environmentally conscious,
community-oriented and politically engaged than previous generations were at
the same age.
An obsession with wealth and those
who hold the wealth grips culture like
never before. Newspapers that used to
cover important political and newsworthy
events now feature countless photos of
Kim Kardashian and Jennifer Aniston's
engagement ring. In the recent presidential
debates, the focus has been on the wealthy.
T here have been countless discussions
and arguments based on President Barack
Obama's ''You didn't build that" comment
as well as Gov. Mitt Romney's tax return
information.
America is not alone in this materialism, though. Nearly any college student
with Faceb ook h as h eard the Korean
pop song "Gangnam Style." Gangnam
is a city in South Korea associated with
those in Korean society who have made
it to the top of the economic food chain.
They are ridiculously rich and live a life of
decadence. South Korea, which has a 3.1
percent unemployment rate, is currently in
a situation in which they must assess their
·nation's values. South Korea is booming
with business and oppor·tunity, but this
is not necessarily a wonderful thing for
society. South Korean workers put in some
of t~e longest work hours in the world
and children spend almost all of their time
either at school or being tutored so they
can do better in school. Korean students
are then shuffled into colleges, where
they face anxiety and family pressure to
achieve and out-perform their classmates.
Similarly, a high-level job and an economically stable and successful country
are both important facets of the Atnerican
ideal of achievement. Yet where have those
standards gotten South Korea? T hey are
well off and financially stable, yet starved
of time with family and friends. Their
lives revolve around jobs that provide for
· families they never see.
From the time I was a child, I was told
by teachers and guidance counselors to
find what I love in life and go do it. T hat
"doing" always implied a job and money.
We are taught that the highest degree of
satisfaction in life comes from doing a
job we are passionate about. When the
purpose of our life is to find a fulfilling
job, we live to work instead of working
to live.
Of course, I want to have a job in which
I do quality work t hat I care about. But I
don't believe a job can truly fulfill a life.
America must realize that relationships
are the lifeblood of a deeply satisfying
life. Don't sacrifice a g ratifyin g and
profoundly rewarding relationship with
·family members or close friends for a job
title that won't matter at all in a few years.
A palliative nurse in the U.K. reported
the top five regrets of the dying in a powerful article published by T he Guardian.
According to the nurse, almost every male
patient and several of the female patients
expressed one regret: working too hard.
T hey expressed guilt and sadness after
realizing that they had lost precious years
with their spouses and children.
Moral of the story: Millennial generation, it is time to set our priorities straight.
Stop worrying about your future job and
fantasizing about how much money you
could make. T he best things in life are free
and the happiest people are those who
see the value of relationships instead of
the value of money.

LYNDSEY RUBLE is the editor-inchief tor the Bison. She may be
contacted at lruble@harding.edu or
lyndseyruble.wordpress.com.

Homecoming: A History
chancellor clifton I. ganus jr. J.N.ArmstrongtolethimburnitHethrew

it into the flames amid applause and a prayer
of thanksgiving to God. The Harding
campus has never been mortgaged again.
The feast that followed in the Pattie Cobb
dining hall was a joyous one.
High schools, colleges and universities
have been celebrating homecomings for
more than 100 years. They may vary a little,
y first Harding Homecoming but usually they include football games, a
and Annual Bible Lectureship homecoming court replete with royalty and
:was during Thanksgiving week.in att~ndants, parades, tailgate parties, pep
1939. It was a yery memorable one. When rallies, formal dances and bonfires.
Harding bought the Searcy campus in 1934
Harding's Homecoming has a much difand moved here from Morrilton, Ark., only ' · ferent beginning and purpose. Eighty-nine
$7 ,000 was available for the down payment years ago, in the fall of 1924, the adminisand a mortgage for $68,000. That amount tration planned a Bible Lectureship, which
was still owed in 1939. Dr. George S. Benson, doubled as Homecoming. Alumni from
an alumnus who was called back in 1936 forerunnerS: such as Arkansas Christian
from his mission work in China to become College and Harper College, were invited
president of Harding, had worked hard to to attend. It was the beginning of a long
tradition that still exists. Harding's 89th
raise enough money to pay off the debt.
The Lectureship started on the Sunday fall Lectureship has just been completed.
before Thanksgiving and lasted for eight Almost 1,000 visitors joined the homefolks
days. On T hursday, after the morning for the lectures and classes. Many of them
lectures, Dr. Benson spoke about the final were alumni coming home to the school
money-raising efforts and announced that they loved.
they had successfully raised enough to pay
Thanksgiving week was soon chosen ·
off the mortgage. There was a thunderous as the appropriate time to have the annual
applause from the audience and , even Lectureship and Homecoming. This was
though it was a cold, drizzly day, everyone usually a period when workers could have
left the auditorium in old Godden Hall to a little time off and schools were not in
gather on the front lawn to witness the session on Thanksgiving. Not so with
burning of the mortgage. A pile of card- Harding. Harding students had regular
board boxes was ignited and, although he classes all week and on Thanksgiving Day
had raised most of the money, Dr. Benson they were expected to attend the lectures.
graciously handed the mortgage to Brother
Then, two things happened that sep-
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arated Homecoming from Lectureship.
In 1959, Harding reinstated intercollegiate
football, absent since 1938, and students
pressed for more time off at Thanksgiving
to be home to celebrate with their families.
First, it was only Thursday off, then Friday
also and then, since many lived too far away
to go home in such a short time, the whole
week was declared a h oliday. Harding's
Lectureship was moved to an earlier fall
date and Homecoming was scheduled each
year at the time of a home football game
with a traditional foe.
In 1959 the first more traditional football Homecoming at Harding was held
when the Southern Arkansas University
Muleriders came to play the Bisons.
There was a parade through the streets
of Searcy. The winning float was titled
"Autumn Menu" and was decorated with
"Muleburgers" and " Southern Steaks."
Through the years the celebration h as
varied a little, but always is a wonderful
occasion with many hundreds of alumni
and friends joining the homefolks in a pep
rally, crowning of the queen, Black and
Gold Banquet, reunions, alumni chapel,
tailgate parties, good food and.fellowship
and, hopefully, a victory over a football
rival. Today begins Homecoming 2012,
which is themed " Dreams Still Com e
True." May it be so.

CHANCELLOR CLIFTON L. GANUS JR.
is a guest contributor tor the Bison.
He may be contacted at clganus@
harding.edu. Tweet @HUStudentPubs
with #ChancellorGanus.
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A Coat of Many Colors

G

ary Soto has a great essay about
a coat he got when he was a
little boy in Fresno, Cali£ H e
had asked his m other for a cool jacket - the leather kind with studs and
all. Instead, she got him a puffy vinyl
coat that was "the color of day-old
guacamole." Two sizes too big with a
dark mustard-colored lining, the jacket
was so ugly that when little Gary went
outside, his dog attacked him, tearing
a hole in the sleeve that later had to
be patched with Scotch tape.
As Soto writes, 'The next day I wore
it to sixth grade and got a D on a math
quiz." His adolescence, so he recalls,
was miserable from that ·day on - he
got into fights, girls completely ignored
him and even the teachers snickered.
H e blamed it all on the jacket.
But that's not the coat I want to
tell you about. ,
When I was in graduate school,
I hung around with some friends at
church who loved to throw themed
parties. At one of these events, we
were supposed to come dressed all
in one color and bring a dessert to
match. It's a shame we couldn't invite
Gary Soto to come with his jacket
and som e guacamole dip. But, alas, I
didn't go to graduate school ifi Fresno.
Anyway, to this day I still smile when
I picture Kevin Reed walking in the
door in a three-piece, candy-apple-red
suit, carrying a bag of Red Hots. If a
devilish twin had co-starred with John
Travolta in "Saturday Night Fever,"
he would have been wearing this suit.
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Kevin had bought the outfit at a
thrift store just for. this occasion, and
when I said how much I liked it, he
ended up giving me the jacket. And
a handful of Red Hots. Even though
it was too small for me, I wore the
n eon red coat a couple of times to
my English composition class. No
one slept through class on those days.
But that's not the coat I want to tell
you about, either.
When I was in high schoo~ my father
printed the programs for our school
drama department. So even though
I had no acting or singing talent, I
had an excuse to hang around with
the drama kids. One day I was in the
costume shop and found a vintage
polyester sport coat - in plaid. The
colors were orange, brown, green and
yellow. It was the kind of jacket your
uncle would wear if he sold used Ford
Mustangs in the '70s and moonlighted
as a stand-up comic in the Catskills.
And if he owned white shoes.
This is the coat I want to talk about.
Because I need to confess something
- I stole that jacket. Needless to say,
I had my own sen se of style in high
school. And ethics. Not only that, I had
the nerve to wear the purloined coat

to several plays put on by the drama
department. In those days, I lived on
the edge more than I can really tell you
about. But over the next two decades,
that jacket made appearances at many
a costume party.
In 2010 - after 20 years of flaunting
this stolen property - my conscience
got the better of me, and I donated '
the jacket to the Harding Drama
D epartment. It has since been put
back into service - most recently in
a delightful Searcy Summer Dinner
Theater production of "Th e 25th
Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee."
This comic musical involves audience
participation, and on the night I went,
I ended up onstage. Of course, I had
no idea what I was doing, and at one
point I even got roped into a dance
number. While I guess it could have
gone worse, I noticed that I was not
roped into a second dance number. In
fact, there is now a restraining order
against me dancing in White County.
But that doesn't matter. It was just
good to see my coat of many colors
back in show business. While it pales
in comparison to the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat you will see in this ·
year's Homecoming musical, the jacket
is there in the wardrobe department
for the next time Harding puts on
"Forever Plaid." That is, unless some
groovy hipster swipes it again.

MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
contributor for the Bison. He
may be contacted at mclaxto 1@
harding.edu.

